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Introduction

Multi-view data in real-world scenarios.



Introduction

➢ Imputed samples that are semantic 

consistent with the missing samples 

boost clustering performance

➢ semantic inconsistency between 

imputed views and missing views leads 

to degenerated clustering performance

Clustering performance on 

incomplete data with intra-category 

and inter category imputations



Introduction

Challenges in IMVC:

➢ how to achieve semantic consistency between imputed views 

and missing views

➢ how to reduce the risk of clustering performance degradation 

caused by semantic inconsistency between imputed views and 

missing views
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➢ features are dynamically updated in a moving-average manner

➢ missing views are imputed from nearest neighbors inferred from features
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𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝜙,𝑤

ℒ 𝑓 𝒟𝑐; 𝑤 𝑠. 𝑡. 𝑤 ∈ 𝒮 𝜙

𝒮(𝜙) = argmin
𝑤

ℒ 𝑓 𝒟𝑐; 𝑤 + ℒ 𝑓 𝒟𝑒; 𝑤 , 𝑔 𝒟𝑒; 𝜙

➢Lower-level problem: find the best multi-view model learning from 

both complete data and incomplete data with weights given by 𝑔
➢Upper-level problem: 𝑔 is optimized such that the model returned 

by the lower-level optimization task achieves the lowest empirical 

risk on complete data
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Let መℒ(𝑓(𝒟𝑐; 𝑤) be the empirical clustering risk on complete data 𝒟𝑐. The 

parameters of the multi-view model learning only from complete data and the 

optimal solution of  the bi-level optimization problem are denoted as 𝑤∗ =

argmin𝑤∈𝒲 መℒ 𝑓 𝒟𝑐; 𝑤 and 𝜙 respectively. We can prove that 

መℒ൫𝑓 𝒟𝑐; 𝑤∗( 𝜙) ≤ መℒ 𝑓 𝒟𝑐; 𝑤∗ .

.

➢ empirical safe incomplete multi-view clustering
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Suppose that 𝑓𝒵 𝐱𝑝
∞
≤ 𝐸 hold for all 𝐱𝑝 𝑝=1

𝑚 ∈ 𝒳, where 𝐸 > 0 is a 

constant. For any 0 < 𝛿 < 1, with at least probability 1 − 𝛿 for any 𝑓 ∈ ℱ, the 

following inequality holds 

ℒ 𝑓 𝑤∗( 𝜙) + 휀 ≤ ℒ 𝑓 𝑤∗ +
𝑐1
𝑛𝑐

+ 𝑐2
log 12/𝛿

𝑛𝑐

.

➢ expected safe incomplete multi-view clustering
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The objective value and clustering performance of DSIMVC 

with the increase of iterations on BDGP and MNIST-USPS



Experiments

t-SNE visualization of the learned features on MNIST-USPS with 

increasing training iterations



Experiments

Sematic consistency ratio of the learned neighbors with the increase of 

iterations



Experiments

Parameters sensitivity analysis
Clustering performance in terms of NMI 

of DSIMVC and its variant with different 

missing ratios



Conclusion

• A novel IMVC framework to mine semantic consistent imputations 

and reduce the clustering performance degradation risk from semantic 

inconsistent imputations

• By the proposed bi-level optimization framework, missing views are 

dynamically imputed from semantic neighbors, and the incomplete 

samples are automatically selected for learning.

• The proposed framework is guaranteed to achieve no higher empirical 

and expected risk than the model learning only from complete data.



Thanks for your attention!


